JOSH COMITALE - OFFICER SURVIVAL
WHILE UNDER FIRE
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NY police officers hospitalized after shootout, gunman dead

The ITOA's Tactical Patrol Officer Program is based on the belief
that effective police response to unexpected,on-going violent
active threat situations is enhanced when first responders have a
commonality of training,tactics,techniques,equipment, verbiage
and capabilities.The skill sets obtained through this training
initiative better prepares officers when responding to violent
criminal events,enhances their survivability,success,and
improves their ability to manage crisis situations. To recognize and
encourage TPO training,two levels of recognition have been
established. Tactical Patrol Officer and the Master Tactical Patrol
Officer.

The night of the incident, the officers responded to a call about a
carjacking. Comitale was on foot,while Klein was in a police SUV
when he was shot from behind in the shoulder by Faison on 112th
Street between Fifth Avenue and the 112th Street Park. After
Comitale saw Faison shoot Klein,he opened fire and was shot in
both legs during the shootout in which 25 rounds were fired.
Although he was downed and his gun jammed,he reloaded as
Faison fired at him.He then applied tourniquets to his legs to stop
the bleeding.
Josh's presentation will focus on officer survival and the use of
TCCC in a gunfight,specifically the utilization of a tourniquet. It
covers the incident from shift start to the end of the gunfight with
video of the incident,radio transmissions,wounds sustained by
himself,his partner Chad,and the suspect.
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Officer Michael K. Neal rammed into cop killers and stopped
their attack with his rifle

On May 20,2010,Officer Neal was instrumental in ending a brutal
gun battle in West Memphis that resulted in the death of two West
Memphis police officers and the wounding of the Crittenden
County Sheriff and his chief deputy. Michael became a key factor
in ending the gunfire by ramming his Game & Fish vehicle into a
minivan carrying two shooters.While under direct fire,he
engaged the duo in a fierce gun battle,eliminated the threat and
prevented any further loss of life. In his presentation of the Medal
ofValor to Officer Neal, Governor Mike Beebe stated: "His
training kicked in and further tragedy was averted and avoided by
his trained,heroic,selfless actions."
"As soon as I rammed the van,I came under heavy fire from an
A K47.
I received at least a dozen rounds into my truck,through
my windshield,dashboard,and grill," says Neal. "I returned fire,
killing the first suspect and mortally wounding the second
suspect,who later died."
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Every day,officers across the country are attacked when they're in
and around cruisers or suspect vehicles.When these attacks
happen,officers should understand what will happen when
bullets strike the car and more importantly,how the car could
help them. During this brief, Dustin will present the ammunition
commonly used by law enforcement and their counterparts,and
what the ammunition does and does not do to the cars we're
Jriving.
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